EBRU'NUN SESLERİ
Kültürler Diller Kimlikler
Türkiye'nin Renkleri Kıbrıs'ın Sesleri

ΦΩΝΕΣ ΤΟΥ ΕΒΡΥ
Κουλτούρες Γλώσσες Ταυτότητες
Χρώματα της Τουρκίας Φωνές της Κύπρου

VOICES OF EBRU
Cultures Languages Identities
Colours of Turkey Voices of Cyprus
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The Department of Turkish and Middle Eastern Studies and the School of Humanities invite you to a multicultural night

**VOICES OF EBRU**

Cultures Languages Identities

Colours of Turkey Voices of Cyprus

ARTos foundation, 12 November 2009, 19.30h 64, Ay. Omoloyiton Avenue; 1080 Nicosia

**Program**

1. **COLOURS OF TURKEY**
EBRU: Reflections of Cultural Diversity in Turkey
Visual presentation by Attila Durak (Istanbul)

2. **VOICES OF CYPRUS**
Students of the Department of Turkish and Middle Eastern Studies (and guests) read in languages used in Cyprus

Dima Abdoul Samad - Arabic
Filippos Papanikolaou - Turkish & English
Ioanna Pirila - Russian
Lorenzo Calvelli - Venetian
Maria Damianaki - Greek
Marios Vasili - Cypriot Maronite - Arabic
Melek Erkan - Kurdish
Nikoletta Georgiou - Cypriot Greek
Olga Pavlova - Bulgarian
Vasfi Savaş - Cypriot Turkish
Vikan Kaloukian - Armenian
Zacharias Meletiou - French

A reception reflecting the multicultural cuisine of Cyprus will follow.
Catering: Phaedra Avraamidou (Restaurant Ἡ Ὁραία Ελλάς, Vouni)

Organizing Committee:
Neşe Yaşın, Börte Sagaster, Matthias Kappler

Information:
22892150 (Secretary, Department of Turkish Studies), 22445455 (ARTos Foundation)
nesha@spidernet.com.cy, sagaster@ucy.ac.cy, mkappler@ucy.ac.cy